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Who wouldn’t want a credit on their
electric bill?

HUGs for the
holidays
It’s the perfect gift.
You can buy a Home Utility Gift (HUG) and credit the
utility account of and Consolidated member. They can be
You can buy a Holiday Utility Gift (HUG) and
in any denomination.
credit the utility account of anypurchased
Consolidated
member. They can be purchased in any
denomination.

You can stop by and pick up a form at the
can
the Mt. Gilead or
Delaware
office. Or you
Mt.
Gilead
office.
Or you can download and
download and print a form from our Web site:
print a form from our Web site:
www.consolidated.coop.
www.consolidated.coop

OH-70261315

You can stop by and pick up a form at either

OH-70013734
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BLACK FRIDAY
DEALS
November 26th

Gift
Wrap!

9:30am–8pm

Gift Card Sale

Buy $50 Gift Cards –
Get $10 Bonus

Gift Card

Buy $100 Gift Cards –
Get $25 Bonus Gift Card
Buy $200 Gift Cards –
Get $50 Bonus Gift Card

Men’s Rocky Hunting Boots
“Cornstalker” 400 gram,
Thinsulate, Waterproof
M/W Camel Brown

Men’s,
Women’s
& Children’s
Athletic Shoes
Assorted Styles,
Rack Shoes

$25 and up

(Savings of up to 70%)

Men’s & Women’s
Casual Boots

Assorted Styles

NOW $149 (Sugg. Retail $190)
15% OFF

All Handbags,
House Slippers
& Socks

$25 and up

Men’s Western Boots

Safety / Soft Toe

$10 OFF

(In-Stock, at Regular Price Only)

206 James Way Rd. • Marion, OH 43302
740-389-5775
OH-70257510

FREE

Hours: Monday-Saturday 9:30am-8pm
Sunday 1pm-5pm
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How to make the most of Small Business Saturday
5 ways to support small businesses this holiday season
The benefits of in person holiday shopping
5 great gifts for tweens and teens this holiday season
Post-pandemic gifts for friends and loved ones
Great homemade food gifts
Great gifts for avid snowbirds
Last-minute holiday shopping tips
10 gift ideas for people who love to cook
Tips for traveling with gifts in tow
Beat the holiday hustle with
these shopping strategies

ifts and gatherings take
center stage come the
holiday season. The holiday
season begins on Thanksgiving
and continues until New Year’s
Day. During that time, families
gather to exchange gifts, break
bread, celebrate their faith, and
toast the year to come.
The good times and gatherings that are such a big part of
the holiday season were absent
from many celebrations in 2020.
Though the COVID-19 pandemic
is ongoing, the successful rollout
of various vaccines should make
the coming holiday season feel
more normal. That means gift exchanges and gatherings are back
in play. Savvy celebrants recognize the benefits of shopping early,
and Small Business Saturday is
a great chance to get back in the
holiday swing of things while supporting the local businesses that
make communities so unique.
Plan ahead. Small Business
Saturday takes place each year
on the Saturday after Thanksgiving in the United States. Since its
inception in 2010, Small Business
Saturday has grown in popularity.
American Express estimates that
110 million people participated in
Small Business Saturday in 2019,
which underscores how shoppers
can benefit from planning ahead.
Research sales and inventories of
local businesses you want to support so you’re ready to go come
Saturday morning. Doing your
homework can make it easier to
navigate the crowds.
Reserve a table at your favorite restaurant. A great meal with

friends and family can be an ideal
way to cap off a day of shopping,
and it’s a great way to support a
local restaurant. It’s worth noting
that a National Today survey of
1,000 shoppers that focused on
Small Business Saturday shopping
habits found that food and groceries were the most popular things to
buy local. Saturday is traditionally
a popular night to dine out, and
that popularity is even greater on
Small Business Saturday. Shoppers can ensure they aren’t
waiting for a table by booking a
reservation in advance.
Check your social media feeds.
Many small businesses have recognized the value of communicating directly with consumers through
their social media feeds. Throughout the day, shoppers can keep an
eye on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to learn about special sales
or events. In addition, shoppers can
share their shopping experiences
via their own feeds. Many small
businesses rely on word-of-mouth
from existing customers, so this
can be another way to show your
support for the establishments that
call your community home.
Small Business Saturday is a
great way to begin the holiday
shopping season on the right foot.
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5 ways

to support small
businesses this
holiday season
ple but effective. Opting to shop in
local stores over larger conglomerates and franchises can help small
businesses take root. Before making holiday shopping lists, visit local
stores and base gift ideas on items
they have in stock. Chances are
those gifts will be one-of-a-kind.
Purchase gift cards/certificates. All businesses have slow
periods, and post-holidays is often
a time when sales stagnate. Gift
cards may bring new customers
into local businesses who might
otherwise not have patronized
them, potentially creating new repeat customers.
Cater holiday meals and
gatherings. The holiday season
is chock-full of entertainment opportunities. Individuals can rely on
nearby restaurants and other food
and beverage businesses to cater
holiday parties. Some businesses
also may be willing to discount or
donate food for nonprofit group
activities, such as church holiday
bazaars, school holiday concerts
or fundraising fairs.
Mention small businesses on
social media. The holiday season
breeds excitement. Therefore,
when shoppers are in local stores,
they can snap pictures of products
and overflowing shopping bags
and post them online while praising local businesses.

Think about subscription
gifts. Enrollment in a health club
or a massage therapy service are
gifts that keep on giving for the
recipient, but also help ensure
consistent incoming cash for the

OH-70261486

S

mall businesses long have
been the heart and soul of
local communities. There is
something to be said about being
on a first-name basis with a local
restaurateur or another small business owner, as such familiarity
often translates into exemplary
service.
According to the U.S. Small
Business Administration, small
businesses account for 99.9 percent of companies in the country,
due in large part to the broad definition of small businesses (those
with fewer than 500 employees).
However, the vast majority of businesses in the United States have
a staff that’s smaller than 20 workers, according to the Small Business & Entrepreneurship Council.
These firms employ nearly 60 million workers, says the SBA.
Despite the prevalence of small
businesses, fewer than 80 percent
of entrepreneurial small business
ventures make it beyond their first
year, and only around half make it
beyond five years.
Consumers who want to help their
favorite small businesses survive
can use the holiday season and beyond to set the course for success.
Consumers can make a concerted
effort to fuel this important cog in
their local economic engines.
Shop local. The concept is sim-

business providing the service.
When shopping this holiday season, consumers can look to the
small, local businesses in
their communities that help make
towns and cities unique.

COOL KIDS
RESALE
Buying & Selling Gently Used
Children’s Merchandise

5 OFF

$

Any Purchase
of $25 or more

Must present coupon. Valid on clothing items only.
Not valid with other offers/discounts. Expires 12/15/2021.

1324 Mt. Vernon Ave. • Marion, Ohio • 740-751-4007

(beside Bluefusion in the Marion Plaza) Hours: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm • Closed Sun
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The benefits of

shopping in person
this holdiay season

he 2020 holiday season
was unlike any other.
The COVID-19 pandemic
was still affecting daily life
across the globe over the final
months of 2020, prompting
many families and individuals to alter holiday traditions
they’d embraced for decades.
That included how people
shop. Many people avoided
in person holiday shopping in
2020. However, the successful rollout of various COVID19 vaccines has made in
person shopping safe again.
That’s good news for local
businesses and great news
for shoppers, who may have
forgotten just how much they
can benefit from shopping in
person.
In person shopping is
convenient. Much is made
of the convenience of online
shopping. And it’s undeniable
that the ability to shop at all
hours of the day and night is
convenient. However, in person shopping, especially when
shopping for others, is much
more convenient than shoppers may realize. When shopping in person, shoppers can
get a feel for an item, size it
up and even inspect its quality
prior to purchasing it. That can
save shoppers from that disappointing feeling of receiving an
item in the mail only to realize
it’s poorly made or oddly sized
and therefore unlikely to fit its
eventual recipient.
In person shopping isn’t
all about shipping. Shipping
speed is a significant factor
for online shoppers, and that
may affect just which gift they
give come the holiday season.
According to a Dotcom report
titled “How Fast Delivery and
Quality Packaging Drives Customer Loyalty,” 87 percent of
shoppers surveyed indicated
shipping was a key factor

AIM Media Midwest

when deciding whether to shop
with an e-commerce brand
again. That’s an important consideration, as shoppers may
be more inclined to buy an
item from a retailer simply because of their shipping speed
capabilities and not because
of the quality of the item and
whether or not it’s what they
want to give to their loved one.
Shopping in person removes
shipping from the equation,
ensuring gift givers will give a
gift they truly want to give and
not just the one that will arrive
on time.
In person shopping allows for more accessible
browsing. Within minutes of
entering a store and walking
around, shoppers may see
a handful of gifts that will ultimately be great for various
people on their lists, even
if they had no idea what to
get prior to entering. That
ability to browse is more difficult when shopping online,
especially when buying from
online retailers with massive
inventories of a range of products. Such sites often require
visitors to pick a category to
streamline their searches.
That’s not always easy or
enjoyable for shoppers who
cherish the opportunity to uncover hidden gems or more
unique gifts that aren’t available all over the internet.
In person shopping gets
shoppers out of the house.
Since the onset of the pandemic, people have spent
more time than ever within the
confines of their homes. The
2021 holiday shopping season
provides a great opportunity to
get out of the house and disconnect from devices. Shoppers can even do so alongside
friends and family members
they weren’t able to see last
holiday season.
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5 great gifts

for tweens and teens
this holiday season

1

LED strip lights
Both girls and boys may
enjoy customizing their
rooms as they see fit.
Teens can utilize LED strip
lights to create a unique
ambiance that reflects
their style. These often
self-sticking ribbons of
lights adhere right to walls.
They come in a variety
of lengths so they can be
used to frame the perimeter of the room, if desired.
Complete with multicolored options and a remote
control, teens can set their
room colors as their mood
dictates.

passing year, the task of finding
gifts for tweens and teenagers becomes that much more challenging.
While most parents and other
relatives may never seem “cool” in
the eyes of their teens, they can
gift the tweens and teens they love
with presents that will earn them a
few extra brownie points. The following are five gift ideas that are
tailor-made for tweens and teens.

2

3

Gift Cards
Teens try to keep up
with the latest styles. A gift
card or clothing gift from
one of their favorite retailers can help them build
their ensembles that much
quicker. Aeropostale,
Abercrombie & Fitch, Hollister, Forever 21, Zumiez,
American Eagle, and
Tilly’s are just some of the
stores popular among today’s tweens and teens.
Wireless earbuds or
headphones
Wireless headphones
are used on a daily basis
by tweens and teens. They
rely on them for listening
to music, watching movies
on their devices and even
during remote learning
sessions. There are many
brands to choose from,
and Beats by Dre and
Apple AirPods are among
the most popular.

4

Sneakers and shoes
Sneakers have long
been popular gifts for teenagers, but they tend to be
costly, especially for trending styles and brands.
Vans Slip-On™ Core
Classics, Converse Chuck
Taylor All Star High Top
Sneakers, Reebok Club C
85 Vintage, Nike Air Force
One, and Adidas Sobakov
are popular among today’s
tweens and teens. In addition, thanks to the resurgence of 1990s style, Dr.
Martens boots are once
again in demand.

5

Video game consoles
Each gamer has his
or her preferred platform for gaming. From
the Nintendo Switch to
the Xbox Series X to
the Sony PlayStation
5, these systems are
in high demand. Due
to that demand, these
products may be harder
to find the closer you
get to Christmas Day.
Grab them while you
can and soak in the
smile on your favorite
tween’s or teen’s face.

Chappy’s hydrauliCs, llC
Hydraulic Hose Specialists

“You Breakum – We Makum”
Truck Parts Available

Weatherhead • Hydraulic Hoses • Fittings
WixFilters • Strobe Lights • Spray-9 Products
Hydraulic Cylinders Repaired
1325 N. Main St. • (740) 382-8552
Emergency (740) 361-1541
Mon-Fri: 8am-5pm • Sat: 8am-Noon

OH-70259756

C

hildren often marvel at the
world around them. They’re
delighted to receive just
about any toy, and play with items
that others may not see as fun —
including everything from mixing
bowls to cardboard boxes. Slowly
that cherubic toddler turns into a
school-aged wonder, and later into
a young adult trying to find his or
her place in the world. With each
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Post-pandemic gifts for friends and loved ones

F

amilies, businesses,
schools, and just about everyone had to modify daily
life in dramatic ways due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Some of
the most significant effects of
COVID-19 — beyond the health
implications — have been the
changes in outings and gatherings and the ways holidays were
celebrated.
The 2021 holiday season figures to be especially jovial as the
world continues to emerge from
the pandemic. As shoppers hit
the holiday shopping trail once
more, they can look to the pandemic for gift-buying inspiration.
Travel-related gifts
Travel restrictions greatly limited where people could go, so
millions embraced staycations as
a means to taking breaks from
school and work. Travel restrictions have now been lifted in
many parts of the world, and vaccinated individuals may feel more
comfortable traveling again. Consider gifts that include travel essentials, such as luggage, plane
tickets, toiletries, hotel vouchers,
and even gift cards to use on vacation purchases.

happy

holidays

651 West Marion Road
Mt. Gilead, Ohio 43338
(419) 946.5015
MorrowCountyHospital.com

© OhioHealth Inc. 2020. All rights reserved. FY21-508510. 12/20.

OH-70261636

from Morrow County Hospital

Preparatory gifts
People are much more “germconscious” as a result of the pandemic. Cases of COVID-19 are on
the decline, but it still pays to be
cautious and sanitary. Gifts that
promote cleanliness may continue
to be appreciated and also prepare
a person should another pandemic
occur in the future. Stylish reusable face masks; special sanitary
“keys” that limit contact with things
like ATMs, doors and elevator buttons; ultraviolet disinfecting lamps;
and even purses and bags that

can be cleaned without damage
are all gift ideas that make cleanliness more convenient.
Home improvement supplies
In the wake of canceled vacation plans, homeowners channeled their vacation dollars into
home improvements. Those
who still have plans to redo and
renovate will appreciate gifts that
may include gift cards to popular
home improvement and design
retailers. In addition, as certain
home improvement materials like
lumber have gotten more expensive, a cash gift to offset the cost
of materials can help people see
projects through to completion.
Dining out vouchers
Even though many restaurants
pivoted to takeout service or established outdoor seating to meet
safety requirements, dining establishments still felt the pain of
the pandemic. More people have
now returned to traditional dining,
and restrictions on indoor dining
have gradually been loosened.
Therefore, gifts that focus on dining out, such as certificates for
favorite restaurants or wine bottle
caddies for BYOB establishments, can make for great gifts.
Support new hobbies
Many people took on new hobbies and explored new activities
to pass the time during the pandemic. Encourage these hobbies
by gifting tools and supplies. If
a person adopted a new pet, try
pet-toy subscriptions or even purchase pet health insurance.
Though the pandemic is something many people would love to
forget, holiday shoppers can look
to it for inspiration when buying
gifts for loved ones this year.

AIM Media Midwest
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Great homemade food gifts
G

ifts from the heart are
among the most coveted
and appreciated come the
holiday season. Hobbyists from
all walks of life can turn their passions into handmade gifts, but
few gifts may be as welcomed as
those that can be eaten.
Cooking and baking ramps
up during the holiday season.
People can turn extra time in the
kitchen into opportunities to create festive treats that are ideal for
gifting. But which items are the
best of the best? Even though
tastes are singular, these items
will appeal to most foodies and
others on your gift list.
Jams and preserves: Fruit
jams and preserves are versatile
foods. They are as at home on
toast and biscuits as they are as
fillings in cookies and tarts. Jams
and preserves can be made with
relatively few ingredients and
work well with seasonal fruits.
Cinnamon rolls: Warm, sticky
and full of aromatic spice, cinnamon rolls are the perfect comfort
foods. These rolls do not typically
have a long shelf life, so be sure
to present them promptly before
they get stale.
Pancakes (or cookies) in a
jar: If you have a fantastic recipe
that you can’t resist sharing, try
turning it into a gift. Measure
and package the ingredients into
mason jars, tie with ribbons and
include directions for preparation
and cooking.
Mini bundt cakes: Fruit cakes
may be a holiday standard, but

bundt cakes make for great and
traditional offerings as well. Miniature bundts filled with chocolate
chips, dried fruits or even those
soaked in a favorite boozy-butter
glaze can be moist and delicious.
Chocolate barks or fudges:
Seasonal flavors can come to life
in chocolate treats. White chocolate filled with peppermint pieces
or dark chocolate and cherry
chunks are tasty pairings. Break
apart portions of the bark or cut the
fudge with cookie cutters and gift
inside cello bags tied with ribbons
or in cardboard candy boxes.
Cocktail syrups: Create spicy
or sweet syrups that are tailormade for enhancing cocktails.
Anyone on your gift list can then
become a master mixologist.
Shortbread cookie ornaments: Circular shortbread
cookies can be decorated with
royal icing to look like Christmas
ornaments. They can be eaten or
even placed on trees to complete
holiday decor.
Festive cookie pops: Cookie
pops can be made by mixing
homemade or prepurchased
crumbled cake with frosting or
softened cream cheese and
formed into balls. Insert a lollipop stick and dip the balls into
melted chocolate or candy melts.
Sprinkles, nonpareils or luster
dust can be used to enhance the
covered pops.
Food gifts are perfect for the
holiday season. Handmade treats
from the heart show loved ones
how just much you care.

Hinkle’s

Hin

Marengo Hardware

20 S. Main, Marengo, OH

kle’
s
M

are

Harngo
dwa
re

Come See Us
For All Your Bird
Feeding Supplies

419-253-0221

Paint and Supply

17 South Main street

419-253-0111
HOURS: Monday, Tuesday & Thursday 7:00 am-7:00 pm
Wednesday 7:00 am-4:00 pm;
Friday 7:00 am-5:00 pm; Saturday 7:00 am-2:00 pm

WALNUT HILLS

LIVESTOCK FEED

We Carry
Wood
Pellets For
Your Stove!
OH-70261149
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Great gifts for avid snowbirds
E

HOFFMAN MEAT
PROCESSING
CUSTOM & WHOLESALE MEATS
PORK • LAMB • BEEF • POULTRY • FREEZING BEEF • SMOKING PROCESSING
FREEZING TRAIL STYLE BOLOGNA & PEPPERONI • GIFT CERTIFICATES
Located at 157 S. Fourth Street
Cardington, OH 43315
419-864-3994

Owner: Mike Hoffman
Open M-F 7 AM to 5 PM
& Sat 8 AM to Noon

very winter, millions of people — largely seniors and
retirees — pack their bags,
load up their RVs or book their
flights with warm destinations in
mind. Soon after they start sharing photos of themselves sipping
tropical drinks on sandy shores
while the rest of their family
members are likely shivering in
icy drifts back home.
This seasonal migration has
become the norm for a distinct
demographic who prefer to ride
out the winter in locales that are
free from snow, ice and frigid
temperatures. The term “snowbird” was first used in the 1920s
to describe seasonal workers
who moved south for the winter months, and in 1979 it was
used in reference to tourists who
headed south each winter. According to Vacations Made Easy,
around 10 percent of the snowbirds who head to the southern
United States each winter are
Canadian. Florida is one of the
most popular destinations for
snowbirds.
A significant percentage of snowbirds eventually will make their
southern residences permanent. In
the meantime, shoppers who want
to give a fitting gift for the snowbirds who are still traveling each
year can consider the following
ideas this holiday season.
Golf course guide: Retirees
often spend time out on the golf
course. Offer a guide to various
courses in southern states, and
they can plan their trips by making road trips as they visit each
course.
GPS device: While many
snowbirds have cars already
equipped with built-in navigation,

those driving older vehicles may
benefit from a GPS device they
can mount to the dashboard,
which will provide directions if
they have to divert from their
normal routes or when they want
to go off the beaten path on their
way to sunny skies.
Decorative stationery: Make
it easy for snowbirds to communicate with friends and family
back home in a traditional way.
Decorative note cards, post cards
or other stationery can be a nice
gift, and these notes can serve
as mementos for recipients, particularly grandchildren.
Customized T-shirts: Have Tshirts monogrammed or customized with messages that play to
snowbirds’ love of travel and/or
sense of humor.
Beach essentials: Put together
a gift that makes spending time
on the beach more enjoyable. A
beach caddy stocked with sunscreen, towels, an umbrella, and
flip flops will give beachgoers a
head start on gathering seaside
essentials.
Food and wine carrier: Keeping items cool is critical in hot
climates. A well-insulated food
and beverage carrier can make
picnics or snacks by the shore
comfortable and safe.
Lounges: Whether you offer
a zero-gravity lounge to set up
on the lenai or a floating beach
lounge for relaxing in the waves,
a gift that brings relaxation to the
next level will be appreciated.
Snowbirds travel many miles
to reach warm destinations and
ride out winter in comfort. Gifts
geared around this annual tradition are guaranteed to make
snowbirds smile.
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Last-minute
shopping tips

ing the air with inviting aromas,
putting necessities at the rear of
the store, failing to display the
time, and putting discounted items
by the registers or door to attract
shoppers. Set an alarm on your
watch or phone for each store so
you get what you need and get out
on time.
Subdivide bulk gifts. Think
about purchasing bulk gifts like gift
baskets from wholesale clubs and
then breaking them down into individual gifts. This way you can gift
several people on one purchase
and save time in the process.
Choose one-size-fits-all gifts.
Think about a gift that can be purchased for multiple people so you
can save time shopping for individualized gifts for everyone. For example, print a personalized photo
calendar for several members of
your family. You also can purchase
multiple subscriptions or memberships to zoos or magazines for
people on your list. Streamlining
gifting in this way may save money
as well as time.
Choose in-store pickup.
Rather than scouring various
aisles, you can shop a retailer’s
website and then pick up items in
the store. You’ll save on potential
shipping fees but still benefit by
avoiding crowds.
Some people wait until the last
minute to do their holiday shopping. A few tricks of the procrastinator’s trade can make last-minute
shopping go smoothly.

“Clutter
makes a house
a home.”
Lexwood Plaza 305 E. Main Street #4
Lexington, Ohio 44904
Like us on facebook
Vicki Kern 419-884-1901
clutter4u@aol.com • Mon.-Fri. 10am-5pm Sat. 10am-4pm

OH-70258130

S

ome people thrive by doing
all of their tasks early. Others
seem to do their best work
when faced with a time crunch. The
methods individuals use to manage
their time at work and play may
extend to the ways they approach
holiday shopping as well.
There’s no right or wrong way
to handle holiday shopping tasks,
though Christmas Eve crowds at
malls and throughout shopping
districts suggest that there’s more
late comers than there are early
birds. The following tips can help
those who typically wait until the
last minute to check names off
their lists.
Utilize free shipping services.
Shoppers who shop for gifts online at the last minute run the risk
of gifts not arriving on time. Many
online retailers charge a premium
for expedited shipping. Try to stick
to shopping at online retailers that
offer free shipping even in the
eleventh hour.
Create a budget. When rushing
around from store to store, it may
be easy to spend more than you
want to. Make a list of how much
you want to spend on each person, and stick to that limit for each
person. Move on to the next store
if you didn’t find what you need in
your price range.
Establish a time limit. Stores
have strategies in place to keep
shoppers in their establishments
longer, hoping you’ll make impulse
buys. These tricks include scent-
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10 gift ideas for

people who love to cook

M

any people know someone who loves spending lots of time
in the kitchen. Certain home cooks may enjoy whipping up
favorite recipes, while others might get excited about experimenting with new flavors and ingredients.
A love of cooking paves the way for many different gifting opportunities. Food-related gifts also come in a wide variety of price points,
making it easy for shoppers to spend as little or as much as they
want. Check out these 10 gift ideas for the foodie on your holiday
shopping list.

Let Us Help With Your

Holiday Snacks

With Our Delicious

OH-70261985

We offer:

Deli Meats
and Cheese!

• Over 100 varieties of deli
lunch meats and cheeses
• Meat and Cheese Trays
• Troyers Pies and
Baked Goods
• Sandwiches
• Gift Cards
• Weekly Specials

814 Harding Way, Galion OH • 419-462-3354
HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8am-7pm, Sat. 8am-6pm, Sun. 10am-6pm
www.philsdeliofgalion.com

1. Sheet pans: They may not
seem like the most sexy or hightech tools of the kitchen, but sheet
pans are among the most versatile. They can be used for cookies,
sheet pan cakes, oven-frying cutlets or fries, or even serving as the
perfect bases for candy brittles.
2. Air fryer tool set: By now
many people have hopped on the
air fryer bandwagon, but they may
not have all of the accessories to
take air frying to the next level.
From spatulas to tongs to silicone
brushes, an air fryer tool set can
make meals even more delicious.
3. Dutch oven: You’d be hardpressed to find a more hard-working tool in the kitchen than a Dutch
oven. These heavy, often enameled cast iron vessels come in various quart sizes. They can be used
to cook stews, breads, cakes, and
much more.
4. Kitchen compost bin: Home
cooks who want to cut down on
waste will appreciate a countertop
compost bin to gather food scraps.
5. Serving board: The rise in
cheese and charcuterie boards
means cooks will need something
attractive to serve their spreads.
Wooden and stone boards are
attractive when serving sliced
cheeses, crackers, chutneys, and
other appetizer.

6. Electric wine opener: Wine
is the perfect complement to many
dishes, and what easier way to
open bottles than with an electric
wine opener? Many are compatible
with almost any bottleneck and can
open several bottles on a single
charge.
7. Spiralizer: The trend for
pasta alternatives continues, and
having a spiralizer that can turn
vegetables like zucchini into spiraled “noodles” will be handy in
most kitchens.
8. Apron and accessories:
Home cooks need to protect their
clothing in the kitchen. A fashionable apron and matching oven
mitts can make a statement and
keep clothes clean.
9. Meat delivery: The number
of direct-to-home meat shipping
providers continues to grow. Have
quality cuts of meat delivered right
to a home cook’s house so that he
or she can cut back on trips to the
store.
10. New blender: Today’s
blenders can crush ice, process
foods, puree, and chop foods.
These versatile appliances make a
welcome addition to any kitchen.
Stock up on food-related gifts
now for those people on your
holiday shopping list wholove to
cook.
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Tips for traveling with gifts in tow

be practical, either. In addition,
many airlines charge fees for
extra baggage, which can quickly
add up with bulky holiday gifts.
here’s no place like home
Wrap them there
Instead, ship gifts to their destifor the holidays.” The
One way to preserve the integrity nation, trying to plan accordingly
popular Christmas tune
of holiday gifts and ensure they
so that someone will be there to
says it best, and millions of peolook attractive rather than crushed receive them when they arrive.
ple support that notion every year
or ripped is to wrap items when
Pick a shipping rate that fits your
by heading back to their homeyou arrive. Build extra time into
budget.
towns to spend the holidays with
holiday travel so that you arrive a
friends and family.
day or two early. Seek out a quiet
Bring an empty piece of luggage
The Bureau of Transportaspot and get your wrapping done.
Much like on vacation, you’ll
tion Statistics points out that the
probably return home with a few
Thanksgiving and Christmas/New
Ship there or back
more items than you arrived with
Year’s holiday periods are some
When traveling for the holidays,
Depending on your mode of
during the holidays. Plan ahead
of the busiest times for longsuitcases and other baggage tends travel, there may be limited cargo with an empty piece of luggage for
distance travel. Around Thanksto be filled with gifts, decorations
space in the trunk or back of the stowing the new gifts. Nest soft or
giving, the number of trips to and and other items like food. PackSUV. Also, if you’re taking a long foldable items into other gifts to
from a destination 50 miles or
ing for travel can become a little
road trip that involves rest stops
save on space. Shirts rolled into
more away increases by 54 permore complicated during this time or even staying over at a hotel,
shoes can save significant space.
cent. During the December holiof year. But these suggestions can gifts left in a vehicle may attract
Millions of people travel for the
day period, the number rises by
help ensure holiday items make it
the attention of thieves. Lugholidays. A plan to get gifts to and
23 percent.
there and back relatively easily.
ging them into the hotel may not
fro can make trips go smoothly.

NEW & USED
TIRE SALES

Used Tires starting at $30.00
New Tires — Next Day

Includes: FREE Mount/Balance, Lifetime Rotation

Now offering brake repair!

Drive-Up Service — No Appointment Needed
— Financing Available —
Trusted Locally For Over 65 Years

STOP BY TODAY! 960 Kenton Avenue • Marion, Ohio
Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-5pm • Sat 8am-2pm

740-383-1814

OH-70259886

“T
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Beat the holiday hustle with
these shopping strategies
I

t’s beginning to look a lot like
the holiday shopping season.
The four- to five-week period between Thanksgiving and
Christmas is one of the most
frenzied times of year, especially
for shoppers.
According to recent research
from Needle, an advocate-powered e-commerce company, shoppers report feeling more stress
from holiday shopping than they
do from family obligations and
holiday travel. Eighty-four percent
of consumer respondents in Needle’s survey stated that gift-giving

caused them stress. Finding the
right gifts for everyone can be
particularly challenging.
While it may not be possible to
remove all of the stressors surrounding holiday shopping, these
tips may help make the job more
manageable.

including teachers, coworkers and
service people in addition to family
and friends on the list.

Track deals and coupons
Sticking to a budget is easier
when you utilize tools that help
you save even more. Resources
like Honey and Retail Me Not
will automatically apply coupon
Outline everyone on your list
Santa has it right by making a list codes at checkout to make sure
and checking it twice. Only by writ- you are getting the lowest prices
ing a list will you be able to ensure possible online. Social media,
you do not forget anyone. Savings
retailer websites and third-party
expert Lauren Greutman from Flipp, apps also can be great places to
a Canadian savings app, suggests find bargains.

SINCE 1968

ESL

Electronics

In business for over 53 years!

SELL - BUY - TRADE

GUNS - AMMO - SCOPES - KNIVES - MUZZLELOADERS
ARCHERY - LIVE BAIT - TACKLE

is limited
Inventoryyear so
this

Protect personal information
The Federal Trade Commission
says to protect yourself financially by shopping only on secure
websites with an “https” address.
Stick with retailers that tell you
what they do with your data and
how they keep it secure. Consider
creating a separate email address
and/or account password for
shopping retailers to reduce identity theft and other fraud.

We offer many computer accessories
and electronics at affordable prices!

!

Shop Early

Public Shooting and Archery
Range 1 Mile from Store!

www.nortonsportinggoods.com

OH-70259113

100 Norton Rd., Waldo, OH
740.726.2616
Open 7 Days a Week!

The Gifts That
KEEP ON GIVING
Give wisely this Christmas with gifts that
educate, entertain and keep us connected.

Located in the Richland Mall • Mansﬁeld, OH
419-565-6517

OH-70261115

Newly Renovated
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Shop early
Bank of America says
one of the easiest ways
to overspend is waiting until the last minute
to shop and then having to settle for what’s
available, regardless of
prices. Spread out purchases and begin holiday
shopping before prices
increase.
Be wary of fake coupons
The internet has made
shopping and researching easier but also more
complicated at the same
time. A deal that seems
too good to be true may
be just that. Counterfeit
coupons are phishing
scams that can end up
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compromising personal
information when you
click on them.
Take advantage of
warehouse stores
Make the most of that
membership fee by buying the bulk of your gifts
at a warehouse store to
save time and money.
These retailers carry
everything from jewelry
to electronics to clothing. Also, they sell gift
baskets or boxes around
the holidays that can be
divided into multiple gifts,
saving you even more.
There are many ways
to make holiday shopping easier and more affordable.

Upper’s Winter Fantasy of Lights
Wyandot County’s Light Extravaganza
a non profit charitable event established 1997

When life’s events require extra help
Assisting Hands® Home Care provides
individualized services to people of all
ages, in many situations.

Celebrating
25 Years!

December 1 - 30
st

Friday, Saturday & Sunday • 6 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Monday - Thursday • 6 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Your $5 Donation Mon-Thur
and $10 Donation Fri-Sun
will benefit these local non-profits

Our caregivers are trained to provide
in-home care. We have the capability
of providing assistance in the comfort
of your own home.

All Species Adoption Program,
Angeline Industries, Village of Wharton
No One Fights Alone

We assist with every day services such as:
❖ Senior In-Home Care ❖ Homemaking
❖ Errands and trips
❖ Personal Care

Come Join Us for an Old
Fashioned Celebration of the Holidays!
For information call 419-294-3556
Email fantasyoflights@gmail.com
www.UppersFantasyofLights.org
OH-70257633

OH-70261603

Providing in home non-medical services.

Serving North Central Ohio
(740) 953-5223 assistinghands.com/ncohio

th

Upper’s Winter
Fantasy of Lights

Harrison Smith Park
525 East Wyandot Ave.
Upper Sandusky, Ohio

10% OFF
All Gift Items
Toys, Clothing,
Tools and more!

15% OFF
All Metal
Pedal Riding
Tractors!

Tool Sets!
Books and Puzzles!
SEE US TODAY! OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 31, 2020.

* $20 instant rebate available for every $100 of Ertl/TOMY products purchased, up to a $100 instant rebate. Offer applies to eligible products purchased
CHECK OFF YOUR GIFT LIST THIS HOLIDAY SEASON WITH CASE IH!
between November 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020 at participating Case IH dealers. Rebate is given as a line item discount from your dealer on the
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BURKHART FARM CENTER, INC.

OH-70258132

BURKHART
FARM CENTER,
4295 MONNETT
NEWINC.
WINCHESTER RD
Serving
Farmers
FarmersFarmers
Serving
Farmers
Farmers Serving Farmers

4295 MONNETT NEW WINCHESTER RD
BUCYRUS, OH 44820
BUCYRUS, OH 44820
BURKHART
FARM CENTER, INC.
419-985-2141
419-985-2141
4295
MONNETT NEW WINCHESTER RD
WWW.BURKHARTFARMCENTER.COM
WWW.BURKHARTFARMCENTER.COM
BUCYRUS, OH 44820
419-985-2141
WWW.BURKHARTFARMCENTER.COM

